Batch Blender

PRO-BATCH
PB 422 and PB 642

QUALITY ASSURANCE WITH PLAST-CONTROL
BATCH BLENDER
PRO-BATCH is a development of the
successful batch principle of metering and
blending materials. Taking the experience of
producing high quality high resolution
Gravimetric Measurement / Extrusion Control
and Continuous Gravimetric Dosing the new
PRO-BATCH blending system offers several
unique design features improving accuracy, ease
of use, high output with compact design and
simple user interface via a colour TFT screen and
integrated push button panel. The development
of a twin weigh chamber increases throughput
rate of the blender without excessive size and
skip cycle so that all granules are weighed.
Increased accuracy is also possible by being able
to weigh smaller amounts in their own weighing
chamber reducing the overall weight of the
chamber.

dual weighing chamber principle
(patent pending)

A unique design ensures no material is trapped
as both chambers open simultaneously without
using a slide gate valve. The metered materials
are then mixed in a cross flow vertical mixer
ensuring the most accurate homogenisation. The
mixing hopper also acts as an option loss in
weight hopper for extrusion control applications,
reducing the required space for installation and
minimising the chance of material separation.

ADVANTAGES
n split valves for high accuracy metering
0,5%- 60%

n Standard metering valves 10-100%
n Integrated mixer / weighing hopper
with vertical mixer

n Output: up to 600kg/hr (PB 422),
up to 450kg/hr (PB 622)
Version: US/GB 3.1_1108

Complete Flexibility
The PB Batch blender is supplied with unique auto selecting double
valve system for running small and high throughputs through the
same channel without operator modification. But for more accurate
and continuous feed of critical additives the system can be equipped
with loss in weight dosing for high accuracy metering of material with
no material separation or surge. The dosing unit is mounted below the
mixer metering material directly onto the extruder screw.
High Resolution and easy maintenance
The PB Blender is equipped with double weigh vessels. This increases
output from the blender and improves accuracy. Each weighing vessel can
be removed without the need of tooling. They also completely open
guaranteeing no material Hang ups and easy cleaning.
Homogeneous Mix
The combination mixer/weighing hopper gives a compact design,
with the option of integrated extruder control. The specialised mixing
unit guarantees complete mixing of the batch with no layering or
additive surge and because we mix in the conical hopper material
separation is virtually nil.
Integrated Hopper Loading
The PB batch blender can be equipped with our
own PCH hopper loader system, mounted on a
frame work directly on the blender. Each loader is
connected by a acrylic tube for easy view of
material flow.
Easy to use touch screen control
The target for each component is set in percentage with component one making
the balance easy to read and understand with control of valve status and mixing
unit the operation of the PRO-BATCH is simple.
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